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1 The conference was organised by John Hallmark Neff and hosted at First Chicago Center, USA sought to explore a 
series of questions about art and public spaces. 
2 For example Naomi Klein in her book The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism 2007 continually 
misuses the term public sphere, when she means ‘state regulated’ or even ‘public sector’ (Klein, N, 2007). 
3 The notion of ‘public good’ as an interest free concept is contestable, no doubt there has to be a collective 
understanding of what constitutes ‘public good’ therefore it is always ideological as well as contingent. 
4 Thomas Crow does articulate the relationship between modernist criticism and the public sphere in his essay of 
1987, ‘The Cultural Public Sphere’, Discussions in Contemporary Culture, No. 1, edited by Hal Foster, Dia Art 
Foundation. 
5 See Doreen Massey and also Ernesto Laclau for their critiques of urban space. Massey believes space is formed by 
discourse and that we must reject the notion of space as an unchallengeable objectivity, whilst acknowledging this 
Laclau also considers discourse to be essentially spatiotemporal.  
6 Vietnam Veterans Memorial, is an artwork by Maya Lin produced in 1982. 
7 Titled Arc, is an artwork by Richard Serra constructed in 1981, dismantled in 1989. 
8 For a more detailed account of functionality see Freee’s (Dave Beech, Andy Hewitt, Mel Jordan) essay Functions, 
Functionalism and Functionlessness: on the social function of public art after modernism, in Jordan & Miles (2008)  
9 Deutsche extends Sharon Zukin’s argument in her book ‘Loft Living: Culture and Capital in Urban Change’, (Zukin, 
1989), by considering artworks that are antagonistic to the changing shape of the city; Deutsche cites Krzystof 
Wodiczko’s Homeless Projection project: A proposal for the city of New York, 1986 as an example of critical art 
practice within the public realm; this project uncovers the tensions between disenfranchised publics and ‘strong’ 
socially dominant publics (Deutsche, 2002, 6). 
10 Although Habermas published a short account of his work on the Bourgeois Public Sphere in ‘The Public Sphere: 
An Encyclopedia Article (1964)’ in New German Critique, No. 3. (Autumn, 1974), pp. 49-55. 
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